We present the results of numerical modeling of a traveling ionospheric disturbance that causes z-shaped bends at the Pedersen ray of oblique incidence ionograms. The results of trajectory synthesis of oblique incidence ionograms are given for the ionosphere, taking into account the traveling ionospheric disturbance. In the work, we use the International Reference Ionosphere, adapted to experimental data, and the Global Model of the Ionosphere and Plasmasphere.
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where r, φ are polar coordinates in the plane of the radio path with respect to Earth's center, τ is the group path (propagation time multiplied by the speed of light), f pe is the plasma frequency, f is the signal frequency, p r , p φ are components of the orienting pulse p  (equal to the absolute value of refractive index n at a tangent to the trajectory in the direction of propagation). To compensate for a computational error, we make a step-by-step test to meet the eikonal equation 2 2 2 r p p n    and, if necessary, correct the orienting pulse in magnitude p  .
The propagation medium is specified, taking into account results obtained in [Kiyanovsky, Sazhin, 1980] , by evenly spaced vertical profiles of plasma frequency (with a step of 10 km) along the path in the great-circle arc (with a distance of ~ 80 km between nodal points). Characteristics of the propagation medium are approximated through application of second-degree two-dimensional local B-splines on a uniform grid of values [Konoplin, Orlov, 1981] for the plasma frequency and for its partial derivatives. Input parameters for calculations are taken such that the calculating time is optimal. In most cases, the integration step is 1 km. The calculation in nodes of reference values of partial derivatives is based on plasma frequency interpolation by a Lagrange polynomial:
where k = 1, ..., N.
MODELING TID BY IRI
Ionograms often have various DFC distortions manifesting themselves as bends, loops, scattering, etc. Figure 1 shows OS ionograms with traces of TIDs obtained on two paths ( Figure 2) We can see ( Figure 1 ) that these DFC have traces of reflections that are not characteristic of the spherically stratified ionosphere or the ionosphere with a weak horizontal gradient. The geomagnetic activity index K p in this period did not, on average, exceed 3. However, despite Earth's magnetic field was relatively quiet those days, at certain moments there were fairly stable z-shaped or sickle-shaped bends ("sickles") in the single-hop 1F2-mode of DFC, which moved in the course of time from the region of higher delays to the region of lower ones.
Numerical modeling with geometrical optics approximation is widely used to study TID effects on characteristics of decameter radio waves. For example, in [Balagansky, Sazhin, 2003] , disturbances on OS ionograms are interpreted through numerical modeling of three-dimensional inhomogeneous wavelike TIDs for the global ionospheric model with correction. An attempt to interpret OS ionograms with zshaped distortions at the Pedersen ray ( Figure 1 ) was made in [Kopka, Möller, 1968] , in which the authors carried out computer simulation to study effects of small horizontal variations in a layer height for a single-layer parabolic ionospheric model on 2000 and 8000 km paths. Unlike [Kopka, Möller, 1968] , in this work we run simulation for conditions of the real path (Khabarovsk-Tory, the range is ~ 2300 km) over the full ionospheric profile with gradient, adapting the IRI model [Kotovich, Mikhailov, 2003] .
The joint application of ionospheric models, adaptation techniques, methods for calculating propagation characteristics, and experimental data, acquired on OS paths, improves the accuracy of interpretation of observations. To adapt the IRI model, we use VS data obtained near transmission and reception points;
and to acquire data at the midpoint of the path, we utilize a method of converting experimental DFC into height-frequency characteristic (VFC) [Kim et al., 2004] . The OS data conversion algorithm provides VFC for the midpoint of the path, but the ionospheric model can be corrected using only f 0 F2.
A.G. Ki F F Kim, S.N. Ponoma [Krinberg, Tashchilin, 1984; Tashchilin, Romanova, 2002; Tashchilin, Romanova, 2013] . This model is Internal gravity waves (IGW), which always exist in the thermosphere, play an important role in the formation of electron density irregularities in the F-region. Ionospheric effects of propagating IGW is TID, i.e. rise and subsequent fall of the F2 layer as IGW passes over the station, which usually occurs with a phase-shifted change in the electron density at the F2-layer maximum. Since the main mechanism of IGW influence on F-layer plasma is the transfer of momentum of horizontally moving neutral particles to ions, which thus acquire an additional velocity along the magnetic field, when simulating TID we specify wind momentum at a given point of the path.
To preset the propagation medium at each point of the path, we calculate the vertical profile of ionospheric parameters, using GMIP. GMIP has been developed from two models: the global semi-empirical prediction model for the D-region designed to calculate ionization in the lower ionosphere (40-100 km), and the Theoretical Model of the Ionosphere and Plasmasphere for calculating ionization at a height above 100 km. We are grateful to A.V. Tashchilin and A.V. Oinats for useful consultations.
